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Quick Read
Dacian Gold (DCN) delivered a Scoping Study (SS) on its 100% owned Mt Morgans
project, demonstrating a scalable (~220koz pa in years 1-5), high margin, Australia
domiciled project. Incorporating the study parameters, Argonaut’s target price based on
a stand-alone scenario increases from A$0.70 to A$1.05 (parameters on page 2), and our
valuation based on a Goldfields (GFI:SJ) scenario (see note Fields have eyes released on
th
25 September) increases from A$1.45 to A$1.60. DCN remains one of Argonaut’s
preferred emerging gold producers given AUD denominated costs, exploration upside
and proven management. Given scalable inventory and proximity to infrastructure, DCN
is likely to attract corporate attention. Speculative Buy maintained.

Event & Impact | Positive
Scoping Study highlights: The Scoping Study outlined a scalable, high margin operation.
Highlights include:
 2.5Mtpa operation, producing 1.2Moz over seven years
 Higher production of ~220koz for the first 5 years
 High metallurgical recoveries of 91%
 Infrastructure capex estimated at A$157m
 AISC estimated A$929/oz
Further upside: Whilst already robust, the economics of the project can be improved
further with:
 In-fill drilling the Footwall BIF and upgrading the Resource category to Indicated
(currently Inferred). This would allow the deposit to be brought into production
quicker (currently in year 3) and increase production in the first few years
 Further extensional drilling success at Westralia, particularly at the Footwall BIF
 Exploration success from regional targets, including Callisto (drilling next month),
other regional BIF and syenite targets, as well as near mine extensions at Jupiter
A case for business combination: Argonaut’s recent analysis demonstrates Goldfields
(GFI:SJ) could make an accretive acquisition for DCN, paying up to A$1.60 (was A$1.45
pre-SS). GFI owns the Granny Smith processing facility and the high grade Wallaby
underground mine. Given the proximity (~15km from Jupiter) of the operations to DCN’s
Mt Morgans Project (see Figure 4), the spare capacity at Granny Smith (~2Mtpa) and
GFI’s desire to secure future ore sources, a potential business combination with DCN can
be value accretive for GFI.
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Recommendation
Speculative Buy maintained with a revised target price of A$1.05 (was A$0.70).
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Valuation update
The Scoping Study demonstrated a
high margin, scalable project…

The Scoping Study outlined a high margin, scalable project, sourcing ore from seven
deposits (four potential open pits and three potential underground), and producing
~220koz pa in the first 5 years. The underground feed will contribute ~820koz out of the
1.2Moz produced LOM. ~50% of the future feed comprises mineralisation already
classified as Measured and Indicated (>80% in the first two years).
Table1: Key project assumptions and valuation
Valuation Summary
Mt Morgans
Additional Resources
Exploration
Forwards
Corporate
Cash

…producing ~220koz in the first 5
years...

…with ~50% of the future feed
already classified as Measured and
Indicated

Standalone ($ps)
1.03
0.05
0.13
0.00
-0.17
0.02

GFI Case ($ps)
1.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02

1.05

1.60

Scoping Study

Standalone

GFI Case

%
Mtpa
Au g/t
%
koz Eq pa
yrs
:
A$/oz
A$m
A$m

100
2.5
2.5
91
171
7.0
6.5
929
157
-

100
2.5
2.5
91
176
7.0
6.5
1052
181
20

100
2.0
2.5
91
146
8.0
6.5
1101
24
20

US$/oz
:

-

1200
0.75

1200
0.75

%
%
%
%

-

2.5
0.5
30
10

2.5
0.5
30
15

Total @10% discount rate
Key project assumptions
Mt Morgans
Ownership
Ore milled
Head grade
Recovery
Production
Mine Life
Strip ratio (Open pits)
"All-in" sustaining cost (Standalone)
Pre-production Capex*
Study / drilling costs
Long term Pricing
Gold price
Exchange rate
Fiscal
Government royalty
Third Party royalty
Tax Rate
Discount Rate
Source: Argonaut

Key changes
Key variances with Argonaut’s
previous estimates include the
scale of operation

Compared to Argonaut’s previous estimates, key variances include the scale of the
operation (2.5Mtpa v 2.0Mtpa), incorporation of additional feed from Transvaal,
Westralia open pit and Jupiter lower grade material, as well as lower operating and G&A
costs, partly attributed to increased scale. Argonaut decreases its discount rate to 10%
from 15% post the delivery of the SS.
Argonaut’s pre-production capex estimate of A$181m is higher than the Company’s
estimate A$157m (infrastructure only). Our estimate includes working capital required
to start underground (including declines, development, de-watering and ventilation) and
open pit operations.
Argonaut’s modelled AISC is slightly higher than the Company’s estimate, mainly due to
the incorporation of lower grade open pit material and conservative cost parameters for
the underground operations, leaving further valuation upside.

Comments here comments here
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Further upside
In-fill drilling at Morgans Underground
Upgrading the high grade Footwall
BIF to Measured and Indicated
through drilling…

The high grade Morgans Underground ore (1.2Mt @ 6.8g/t, classified as Inferred), is
scheduled to be fed in year 3-5. Successful in-fill drilling upgrading the Resource
Category will increase the priority of this high grade feed material and see it
incorporated in the first years. The high grade nature makes a material contribution to
increased production, catapulting ounces produced to ~280koz pa (based on current
Year 3-4 forecasts), thereby improving NPV and potentially shortening the payback
period.

Jupiter extensional drilling
The Jupiter inventory is expected to expand further with drilling. Significant exploration
upside exists, with the testing of multiple targets during FY16.

…will further enhance the project’s
NPV

These targets include:
 The potential supergene mineralisation located west of Heffernans
 The intersection of the Cornwall Shear Zone (CSZ) and a large, high intensity
magnetic anomaly immediately to the south-east of the historic Jupiter pit
 The intersection of the CSZ and dykes between Doublejay and Heffernans
 The potential up-dip extension of the mineralisation from the historic Jupiter pit
Figure 1: Jupiter plan view

The Jupiter inventory could also
further expand with additional
drilling

Magnetic Anomaly

Source: DCN, modified by Argonaut
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Westralia extensional drilling
The Westralia Resource remains
open in several directions…

The Westralia Resource remains open in multiple directions and is expected to grow
further with extensional drilling. The recent discovery in the footwall BIF highlights the
under-explored nature of the deposit.
Figure 2: Westralia long section, showing mineralisation remaining open

…and could expand with further
drilling

Source: DCN

Regional upside
Regionally, a few high priority
targets will be tested…

The Company has a number of circular, magnetic anomalies that remain inadequately
tested across its tenement packages. Such features could represent mineralised syenite
intrusions, as observed in the nearby multi-million ounce Wallaby deposit. These targets
include Cameron Well, which is a known syenite intrusion and Callisto (to the south of
Jupiter, drilling scheduled for next month, see Figure 3 below).
Figure 3 : Magnetics showing Cameron Well and Callisto Prospects

…including Callisto, which is
scheduled for next month

Source: DCN

In addition, the Company will be testing additional BIF targets including Maxwells and
Rainbow Bore. DCN is expected to commence drilling of these targets in FY16.
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Fields have eyes
GFI operates the Wallaby
underground mine and Granny
Smith mill…

GFI operates the high grade Wallaby underground mine and the adjacent Granny Smith
processing facility. The mill is located ~15km from DCN’s Jupiter deposits (see Figure 4
below for locations).
Table 2: Granny Smith Resource and Reserve

Source: GFI

…which has an underutilised mill
with ~2Mtpa capacity…

The CIL facility has ~2Mtpa spare capacity and was running at ~41% (in CY14) of
nameplate capacity of 3.6Mtpa, operating on a campaign basis (15 days per month).
Figure 4: Granny Smith operation with Westralia and Jupiter labelled

…located adjacent to DCN’s Jupiter
deposits

To Westralia,
~10km

Jupiter

Acquiring DCN at a price up to
A$1.59 is accretive to GFI…

Source: GFI, modified by Argonaut

…based on Argonaut’s
assumptions

A potential business combination with DCN can be accretive for GFI given proximity of
the operations, sunk costs, spare capacity at Granny Smith mill and GFI’s desire to secure
future ore sources. Based on our assumptions, an acquisition cost of up to A$1.60 (was
A$1.45) per share is accretive. Further upside on this figure includes:
 Lower processing costs on Wallaby ore by running the mill at nameplate capacity
 Potentially lower AISC by utilising GFI’s mining expertise and equipment
 Mine life upside through further exploration success
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Important Disclosure
Argonaut currently holds or controls 94,000 DCN shares.
Information Disclosure
Each research analyst of this material certifies that the views expressed in this research material accurately reflect the
analyst's personal views about the subject securities and listed corporations. None of the listed corporations reviewed
or any third party has provided or agreed to provide any compensation or other benefits in connection with this
material to any of the analyst(s).
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Limited. ASAL has a licence (AXO 052) to Deal and Advise in Securities and Advise on Corporate Finance in Hong Kong
with its activities regulated by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) administered by the Securities and
Futures Commission (“SFC”) of Hong Kong.
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of Section 766B of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your objectives, financial situation or needs. The
report may contain general financial product advice and you should therefore consider the appropriateness of the
advice having regard to your situation. We recommend you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice before making
any financial investment decision.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL and ASAL have made
every effort to ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not make any representation or warranty
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principal positions, broker, director or adviser. Further, they may buy or sell those securities as principal or agent, and
as such may effect transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if any) in this research. The
Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL and ASAL, may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting
in those capacities and the reader should assume that this is the case.
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security
may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international
investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may
adversely affect the value of the investment.
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